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About the highest good.

Gustav Theodor Fechner.

Leipzig, 1846.

Printing and publishing by Breitkopf and Härtel.

I.

By supreme good I mean the end-purpose to which all thoughts and actions, poems

and costumes of man should aim, and not only of the individual, but in relation to

which also that of all men should unite. With the determination of the same the

highest moral principle is determined at the same time. One sought to grasp this

highest good as well as the action directed to it under different expressions, as: to act

God to will, to become like God, to recognize God, to love God, to act reasonably, to

act naturally, to feel as a member of the (organic) whole, to which one belongs; in the

sense and for the preservation of it; to fulfill the true destiny of man, to fulfill the true

purpose of things, to act for his own pleasure, to act for other pleasures, the most

possible sensual pleasure, the most possible spiritual pleasure,

For most of these formulas, it is not immediately clear what this means; for what does

God do to will, become like God, love God; what is the matter of reason; what is

natural; what is the meaning of the whole to which one belongs? etc. Perhaps all

these principles in fact want the same thing, each in a different language, and indeed

they all in fact want the same thing, for all are made according to the existing

morality, which was essentially the same everywhere and at all times, not the existing

morality ; they are attempts to sharply concentrate their contents into a single

point. But that is not yet the right point, which even tolerates an analysis, indeed

needs it; and this is true of most of those principles.

Closer to attention, only the principles of pleasure or bliss, as they are called, are

immediately clear and understandable; for what pleasure, happiness, what more, what

less pleasure, happiness is, everyone feels immediately; One can only argue about the

means for doing so, while one can still argue over the matter to the means in the

expression of the others themselves. But it is precisely the principle of pleasure that

has been laid aside with preferential disregard; The word lust itself has gained a bad

sound in morality.

Nevertheless, it is again a principle of pleasure or bliss, which I set out below, a

principle which differs from the previous ones only in the one point that it does not

share its one-sidedness by linking it.

The pleasure seems to me after all to be the stone that is only rejected by the builders,

that he will once become the cornerstone. But it is important to put him on the broad

side; and one has always only considered the edges or the narrow sides; because, of

course, they are more intrusive.



The moral doctrine itself seems to me to be a tall woman, with a serious dark

garment, but a face that shines with lust, shines on all mankind, shines forth into a

higher world. It is only necessary to lift the gaze to the height of her face, instead of

clinging to the dark folds of her dress; To look less at her feet, with which she crushes

every flower that grows in her path mercilessly, than at her hands, out of which for all

the pleasure seeds that sprout on the earth, first the seed, then the blessing comes.

II.



Let us consider the accepted principles of morality as: be moderate, chaste, just, true,

benevolent, respect other life and property, be obedient to authority and laws, bear

faith, hope, and love for something divine, etc., we will not which, if not obeyed,

would have the effect of securing, preserving, promoting the state of pleasure, the

happiness of humanity as a whole, indeed down to the very least. It is precisely the

rules by whose most general observance the state of lust of humanity, even after the

most general relations, is secured in the deepest foundations; they are roots that, of

course, have been hacked away in the bark of the system, and betray nothing of

lust; but whoever looks up from them in the garden of life sees them carrying the

flower crown of pleasure, and he knows that they are only there to carry them; and

finally call everything lazy, which does not stimulate juice and power in the pursuit of

this crown. Only she can tell if the roots themselves are good.

But as with all foundations, it is easier to recognize the importance of moral

principles as such, when, instead of paying attention to what stands as long as they

stand, one pays attention to what collapses when they overthrow themselves.

How then would it be about the lust state of the world, if those rules ceased to be

valid, would stand in a world where no law of moderation prevailed, no one could

trust the other's words, none of his property, his wife, his life would be safe There are

no laws and authorities to regulate life, to restrain it, to keep it safe, to maintain

pathways, no faith, no love, no hope for something divine, as in a world in which

only one of these rules would have become lazy at least on average would be

followed? And who denies that if these rules were obeyed by all and everywhere, the

happiness that lust in the world would be as universal and sure as it can ever be by

man to man; for earthquakes and floods can not be averted. Not averted, but even

their damage can be turned to the best. On the ground, which has been laid waste by

fire, storm or flood, diligence, order, concord, law, reliance on higher aid, with the

power stiffened by the mischief itself, soon build up more beautiful cities. The

illnesses that God sends to man are most easily carried by the one who best wears

them, and it is the easiest way to heal nature, which always fits in the best way.

How then can one say that the rules on which all these are related to lust are without

reference? Of course, they do not care about this or that individual lust, not about the

pleasure here, just now, and so closes the man who has the pleasure always prepared

ready in bowl and with a spoon in front of him or like the flower on want to grab thin

stems, they do not care about the pleasure at all; while the truth is, they do not care

about the individual's lust because they care for the pleasure of the whole in the



whole; Take care of what fills and refills all the bowls and spoons, to take care of the

reason, which broad and far grounds a pleasure at the same time with all pleasure.

But so it is, the tighter the house rests in its foundations, the more inclined the

superficial glance is to misjudge the usefulness of the foundations themselves,

because the house then seems to stand all the more for itself; on the other hand, the

deeper-searching glance, attracted by the size and dignity of the foundations, on the

other hand, begins to regard the house as merely a playful and groping ingredient of

the same. Thus, one despises the great foundations of human pleasure and tears

stones out to build pleasure-houses on the sand, which the next wind will blow

over; the other despises the desire building itself and means people are buried in the

basements of the foundations.

And not only without reference, even hostile to pleasure, the moral principles appear

at a glance. Do not frighten most, seeking to meet them on the way! And of course

they set barriers to pleasure everywhere, but if we look more closely, the only

principle of these barriers is that of limiting individual moments of the growth of

pleasure as a whole.

Thus the law of temperance draws the cup half-drunk from the mouth of man; but just

so that he does not lose the power of the widow Olga, with which nature provides

him with you; every failure is only a subterfuge of lust to sustain and strengthen its

power and resources. The law of property will show you the way if you want to break

into your neighbor's house or garden, take it into its store, its boxes, but without this

law there would be no house or garden, no good fruits, no dainty and useful things in

boxes and cabinets; everyone would grab, disturb and destroy each one. The earth

carries abundantly weeds, wild fruits and animals; but the whole pile of gardens,

meadows, and fields, which our eye enjoys, which nourishes our body, the last of our

palate, everything, What is fixed and beautiful in a secure life does not flourish and is

not created from the earth, but from this law. The law of charity means taking the

dress out of your own bound and carrying it to your poor neighbor, but why, other

than because it finds a cover here, while you are already covered over and over

because it hung there idle and cold Now it is alive to what it was made to feel, and as

it warms by warming, so do you share the pleasure that you give. The Law of Truth

only painfully exposes your pats, but turns them into strengths. The child, who saved

himself by lying the rod, wins not, by once winning the rope for it. but from this

law. The law of charity means taking the dress out of your own bound and carrying it

to your poor neighbor, but why, other than because it finds a cover here, while you

are already covered over and over because it hung there idle and cold Now it is alive

to what it was made to feel, and as it warms by warming, so do you share the pleasure

that you give. The Law of Truth only painfully exposes your pats, but turns them into

strengths. The child, who saved himself by lying the rod, wins not, by once winning

the rope for it. but from this law. The law of charity means taking the dress out of

your own bound and carrying it to your poor neighbor, but why, other than because it

finds a cover here, while you are already covered over and over because it hung there

idle and cold Now it is alive to what it was made to feel, and as it warms by warming,

so do you share the pleasure that you give. The Law of Truth only painfully exposes



your pats, but turns them into strengths. The child, who saved himself by lying the

rod, wins not, by once winning the rope for it. while you are already covered over and

over, because it hung there idly and cold, now it is alive, to which it was worked, to

the pleasure, and how it warms, while it warms, then you share the pleasure, which

you give. The Law of Truth only painfully exposes your pats, but turns them into

strengths. The child, who saved himself by lying the rod, wins not, by once winning

the rope for it. while you are already covered over and over, because it hung there

idly and cold, now it is alive, to which it was worked, to the pleasure, and how it

warms, while it warms, then you share the pleasure, which you give. The Law of

Truth only painfully exposes your pats, but turns them into strengths. The child, who

saved himself by lying the rod, wins not, by once winning the rope for it.

If all moral principles go through individually, with no one will find another principle

of pleasure shortening, than this intention on the pleasure gain in the whole. Only in

order to gain pleasure from the thaler, they command us to throw the penny into

lust; only to reap the bushel of pleasure, to make the smear of the metze of

pleasure; they only confront the desire to destroy lust with the threat of

destruction. Everything that contributes to sustaining and promoting pleasure as a

whole, to relieve unpleasure as a whole, is sacred to them, and is commanded to be

held holy by them. The heaviest burdens and the hardest anguish that they impose on

us prevent or heal only heavier burdens, even harder pains.

The good in the world is like a rose bush in the garden. Children come and scold the

thorny shrub, seeing only the envious guardian of the roses, tear off the roses to the

quick-withered wreath, and devastate the shrub. They once had roses and not

again. Dark men come and scold the ephemeral bauble of roses, tear them down to

tread them under their feet, braid the crown of thorns on their heads, and say that this

is the eternal crown, and the blood that flows from the thorns, the heavenly ones

roses. They did not even have earthly roses.

Of course, one preceded the example of the crown of thorns; but he did not take the

thorns from the flowering bush, but put the bloody wreath from the head of mankind

over his own head. That transformed the wreath into the eternal crown and the blood

into heavenly roses. He who now purchases the blood and the wounds only from two

heads around that of his individual head, has at the same time acted in that one sense

and in the sense of the greatest pleasure of all; But he who thinks that God has made

the rose bush grow, that man presses the thorns and others into the flesh, blasphemes

God and his works.

What a man should do is to raise himself to work with prayer, to dig the garden in the

sweat of his brow, to choose the bush carefully, to plant, to cultivate, to cultivate with

patience, to greet the buds with hope, joyfully picking the roses, when they are most

beautifully flowered, wailing with joy the cup and the sweetheart with it, to lead them

to the dance with the equally garrulous neighbors, and finally to praise God, the

garden, the shrub, the Rose, the vine, the girl and himself with the power to lust and

lust for strength created.



There is no less pleasure in this world than smaller work. but the work of pleasure

can bring pleasure to man himself.

Everyone will have the greatest pleasure when everyone works harmoniously for the

greatest of pleasure, each according to his powers and tools, and this greatest will not

grow as the sum of those who work together, but as the multiple of that sum by

himself.

In such a common effort and action, each of the moral principles now takes effect

from another side, helpful, encouraging, stimulating, where necessary, threatening

and commanding. Each one seems to want and want something completely different

from the others; but one and only one is, in which all are united, this direction to the

greatest of pleasure. They are sisters with different forms, expressions and senses; but

all work together on the great carpet of pleasure, each with a thread running through

the general and the whole, the rug on which God wants to set his feet when he walks

in the world of change.

III.



What is thus found in all moral principles, all connecting, binding all, I now

summarize in a general, supreme, backward again all the rules of action from itself

born, linking, binding, directing, measuring principle, but now not merely to

reproduce the written rules, but in detail into the innermost sense, the thought, the

heart of man to the smallest and lowest of life is to be trained by him.

Man, as much as he is, is eager to bring the greatest happiness into the world; seek to

bring into the whole of time and space.

But relieving discomfort is equal to the increase in pleasure.

The first major implication of this law is that man should educate himself and others

in such a way that he gains the greatest possible pleasure in such costumes and

actions, the greatest possible skill therein, and the greatest possible knowledge of

what promotes the happiness, the state of pleasure of the world At the same time he

becomes the best possible person.

Not so that he needs to relate his thoughts and actions to the word pleasure; but with

the matter. Even without knowing that the moral principles in the last decisive

instance go to pleasure, it is good to call the one who has gained pleasure and ability

to follow them, and to know what is in the individual case in the sense of the same,

because he hereby thinks and acts in the sense of the greatest lust in the world.

In general, who acts in the sense of the accepted moral principles, necessarily acts in

the sense of our principle, as who acts in the sense of our principle, compelled and

sure to act in accordance with the moral principles, because our principle is only the

general principle of this Rules itself. Anyone who believes that the two can ever

divorce either misunderstood the principle or the rules, or both. But both can serve

each other to explain themselves.



Only the principle necessarily goes further than all the individual rules from which it

has been derived, which themselves only develop according to individual directions

and thus can not cover the wealth of life. After all the channels have been drawn out

of the duel of the Principle through the whole, everyone can still come with his cup

especially to and draw from it, as it meets his special need. It's not just morality, it's

all life attached to it. The true becomes the thought, the beautiful the face, the useful

the hand of the good. It holds the balance of justice across the country and still

divides the apple between two children. The garment of golden ears and blue flax

weaves the earth and embroiders the flower in his dress.

IV.



In connection with the above, the supreme point of view, by which religion is

associated with morality and, consequently, with life, is that God, as the Spirit, be it

over the whole or the whole, is itself fond of promoting the world Fancy this whole

by the powers situated in it; that all the pain of the world is only a means for him to

produce a once higher pleasure; and that he also has power and wisdom to turn

everything in this sense; Man calls it the best.

Such a God is at the same time the best possible God and model of the best man; is

punitive judge of the bad, and yet in his punishment kind and merciful; if the

punishment sooner or later, here or there, man must turn around for the better.

According to this mode of thinking, all commandments, to the observance of which

as a whole the preservation and promotion of the happiness of the whole is preferably

connected, let the universal moral principles preferably be regarded as divine

commandments.

Conversely, if, for other reasons, one sees in the moral principles from the outset

divine commandments, one will be able, through consideration of their common

sense, to find that God's will really aims at letting man's actions work together as well

as possible for humanity's happiness.

Thus, the expression of our principle itself can only be regarded as the most general

expression of the supreme divine commandment.

And so we no longer have a God who wants to attack the self-agony and the sad face

of his children and servants, pleasure in hands that fold themselves idly, instead of

vigorously in the great workshop of his lust, lust for cells, in which the lust hardened

instead of stocking and greening; but we have a God to whom we gladly look up,

because he has joy in the promotion of our joy; who does not begrudge us the desire

to do so, but demands our own service from us; who only withers the hand that has

not moved to work in this sense.

If we want confirmation of this doctrine, we look out into God's world order. Not all

beings are everywhere planted the desire for pleasure! How could God have

contradicted himself so much that he made a habit of what he condemned. Every

individual wants lust, and from the gait of the individual we see everywhere

institutions, all forces also to promote the desire of all to agree, in state, church,



family, law, and as a lever of these forces punishment and reward, threat and promise

Warning and instruction work steadily and steadily in the same direction. It is a

tireless effort, always away from the goals, but always striving for these goals. God

eats evil by its consequences, and good multiply by his seed; he built the sky above

us with his stars, an infinite prospect for the infinite hopes of the good; but he also

kindled a tormenting fire in the sinner's bosom, a spark of unseen hell that already

warns us of the real one. All this man did not do, but with all this he was made by

God.

Why is there any displeasure, evil in the world? We do not know, and nobody

knows; they are there; they are there with God at the same time; we can not have God

without her. A difficulty of understanding and mediating is here for every teaching,

hidden in each, not lifted, by other words. But no matter what, whether there be pain

or evil through God or in spite of God, there can be no doctrine better under the

conditions of this existence, than that which evil destroys by evil itself, and multiplies

good by the allotment of good; no better, but no true ones; for all the hints that we

can draw from the here and now of a higher world order go that this is their meaning

and course in the whole, laid out here to complete there.

After this, everyone may be faithful to the faith of the God whose spirit rules in this

world order.

And so I like to think of mine in such a way that it is not both the instantaneous and

present individuality of its beings, which God himself shares as equal pleasure, then

he would be no more than the sum of his beings and would have their displeasure as

well as their pleasure divide; but what pleases him is the continuation of the whole

and each individual in this whole to a pleasurable final goal, or, if there is no end in

the world, to ever greater approximation to a pure one, its equal, blessedness and ever

greater Extension of the area of this beatitude.

For this reason, unpleasant beginnings and detours in his world may be as well as

pleasurable. They only double his lustful way. Of all evil, of all displeasure in the

world, he has his joyful part in the improvement, turn, and healing of it; only if he left

one unrequited, unskilful, unhealed, he himself would feel it with displeasure. Thus

every newly arising being may again be subject to the danger of physical and moral

evil; What would it be to deny it, it is so; but what has once arisen certainly goes to a

good goal, because God's own satisfaction depends on finally leading the evil to the

good, the good for the better.

Thus, on the one hand, the world becomes ever richer in souls, who come ever closer

to the eternal pleasure, for which the area of it is spreading more and more, learning

to intervene more and more in God's pleasurable activity, while backwards, new souls

emerge from the primordial ground new beginnings for God and his already

approached beings immortal work; and the infinity of his world and time also has

room for infinite growth in the number and size of souls and blessings. Hell itself

appears only as the destruction of a source of pain by a larger one, from which,

according to the general law of interacting negations, a higher positive product of

pleasure takes place once upon a time. For that very reason it can not be eternal,



because it has torments beyond any measure that even the wicked must finally

force; then he will rise to heaven purified. So we no longer have a God who has an

eternal hell for temporal sins, but a God who uses great terror to avert even greater

terror and to oblige to great bliss. A father does not punish otherwise, how should

God punish otherwise.

In this way, God, whom we would like to think of as eternally blessed for ourselves,

does not meet with any temporal displeasure with his world, because no temporal

desire of the same meets him; it is not the step, it is only the course of pleasure in his

world that pleases him; And yet he, to whom we would so much like to suggest our

pleasure and suffering, approaches everything inwardly; for his own pleasure depends

on turning our displeasure, and what he likes, he knows and is able to do, and this

guarantees us this turn of events. It may be that she hesitates; God knows and sees

and feels ahead of them, as the musician anticipates the dissolution of the disharmony

that lies in his idea, which is in his hands; and therefore he himself feels disharmony

as beautiful; as the poet with pleasure leads his hero through all sorts of misfortunes,

glad in advance of the good outcome, which he himself will prepare for him. Every

human being is such a hero before God; but this life is only an act of the whole; every

human being only a single voice of the music, but each voice has to be done well for

itself, otherwise the harmony of the whole feels the mistake. Is it not also a sharing of

God's own feeling, which makes the good man feel as well in the participation in the

suffering of others as well as in the joy of others, as long as he knows himself only as

a mediator to turn this suffering in joy for him , But God, as a mediator, feels that all

the suffering of the world is to be blessed. otherwise the harmony of the whole feels

the mistake. Is it not also a sharing of God's own feeling, which makes the good man

feel as well in the participation in the suffering of others as well as in the joy of

others, as long as he knows himself only as a mediator to turn this suffering in joy for

him , But God, as a mediator, feels that all the suffering of the world is to be

blessed. otherwise the harmony of the whole feels the mistake. Is it not also a sharing

of God's own feeling, which makes the good man feel as well in the participation in

the suffering of others as well as in the joy of others, as long as he knows himself

only as a mediator to turn this suffering in joy for him , But God, as a mediator, feels

that all the suffering of the world is to be blessed.

This is what everyone takes on, as long as he is satisfied. What must be established, if

our principle is to exist with God, is that God wants the working of his beings for

their own pleasure in the whole, that his commandments have this meaning, that he

lets reward and punishment work here and there in this sense, and thereby finally

leading all to the observance of these commandments and hereby for their own

good. To confirm this doctrine, however, the first and most superficial view of the

aspiration of all beings unites with the last and deepest glimpse of the course and plan

of the world order as a whole.



V.



With the established principle I do not contradict the principles of morality

established by others; I consider it merely the last, clearest interpretation of them; it

may be that their authors themselves do not admit this.

For if a man observes this principle, he acts God to his will, becomes like God, God

realizes right, he gains love for God; all this lies partly directly, partly indirectly in

the indicated connection of the moral and religious principle; he also acts rationally,

for what can be more reasonable than to relate every single action to a whole

according to a general maxim; we basically have the Kantian principle, but filled with

real content; he acts naturally, for what is more on the surface of nature than the

desire of all for pleasure, and more in the depth of it, than the connection of the

pleasure of each individual with the total pleasure; he acts as a member, in the sense

and in the preservation of the whole to which he belongs organically, for what better

signifies the character of the organic connection of a limb with the whole than that it

works for the good of the whole? he fulfills his and the definition of things at the

same time, or what could be thought of a more beautiful and better destiny than to use

things and himself for his and all happiness; he finally unites the consideration of his

and all pleasure and any kind of pleasure in general.

In fact, therein lies the essential difference of our pleasure-principle from all earlier

ones, that from the beginning it does not command any particular kind or side of

pleasure to strive before the other, and thus is able to do justice to all. Not the own

lust, not the strange lust, not the sensual, not the spiritual lust, not the present, not the

future lust, not the lust of good, not the lust of evil, not the quiet, not the moving, not

the Extensively lasting, not intensely intense pleasure has in principle from the outset

a preference. But its essence lies in the fact that it places the maximum of pleasure

absolutely as the goal to be striven for, just as much first, how, where, when, by what

means. Whatever pleasure is to be preferred in any case, must deserve it by its

greatness and its consequences.

But for every just pleasure there is a place and a time which no one else could take

with greater advantage, and thereby the least sensual pleasure receives its place as

well as the greatest and the most spiritual; indeed every pain, if it is commanded, is

thereby commanded, provided it brings into the world, with the consideration of its

consequences, a greater fruitful result than any pleasure in its place.

The proper development of this maximum principle with respect to the nature of men

and things, and the general and special circumstances under which to act, distributes,

orders, measures, chooses, chooses, and desires pleasure and displeasure in such a

way that all demands are of the purest moral, the most natural Justice, the highest

purposefulness, the widest circumspection. Laws such as individual cases, indeed the

means of knowledge of the good and the right, draw their destiny and justification

from it.

I can not develop this in detail here and must give some objections space. The subject

is great, but the direction of development is already overlooked. Here is merely the

intention to set forth the chief and chiefly guiding points of view. The former is in the



previous, the latter is to happen in the following, and in the form of answering some

objections that would like to arise first. Public lectures on this subject are intended to

be discussed further.

VI.



No one will like and be able to deny that the happiness of humanity is essentially

bound up with the observance of moral principles or divine laws, and that, as far as

any happiness depends on the free actions of men, it is with the steadfastness and

generality of observance of those laws is also steadily and generally growing. But in

part one will want to deny what one generally can not and does not want to deny in

particular; in part one will say that something incidental to those laws is made the

core, the main point.

But if it were only a passing mark of the main thing, it would be a good one; because

it is a clear one, while all other determinations as to what action is to take are

unclear. But it does not stop us from seeing the main thing in it, and not only does it

not hinder anything, but there are driving reasons for it: firstly, the formal one, that it

is really the only point of view which is no longer capable of further clarification let

these laws be generalized, hence the only one who can disseminate direct clarity in

reasoning; secondly, the material and practical, that herewith it is set up as the

purpose of human action, to which all human action goes by itself, and by which all

motives are naturally linked to action,

On the first, it may be said that all aspects not concerned with lust, among which one

has otherwise tried to unify the moral principles, almost require even more strength

and effort to clarify it, than to clarify it for another serve fortune. Not that, of course,

everything would be enlightened at the same time with our principle itself; but one

does not need to illuminate the principle in order for it to illuminate something

else. What God, what reason, what nature, what is the organic whole, what is destiny,

everyone has from the outset a different, hardly anyone a very clear, indeed clear,

opinion, all this can be understood either way, and, because it is either way, it will

always be understood either way.

Different with pleasure, which forms the core of our principle. Nobody can explain

it; but, being everywhere immediately observable in every consciousness, no

misunderstanding is possible in the last resort. As surely as one feels his existence, so

surely will he also distinguish pleasure and displeasure in the feeling of this

existence, and so surely will he correctly distinguish them, because the truth of a

distinction of feeling and measurement coincides precisely with their existence.

Of course, God, nature, reason, destiny are also eternally solid; but not so our opinion

about it; and the thousand different points of attack and entrances which the human

mind can find on those great branches, will always remain for him as many

beginnings of erroneous paths. Only he is no longer mistaken, who has penetrated to

the middle of it and now surveys the whole; but man does not stand in the midst of it,

and it is not through pleasure that one can put him there. Science is there to reassert



this in the reality firmly established in the idea before us, it can not proceed as from

something finished.

In the concept of pleasure, however, the intellect even finds its point of attack and

entrance from the outset. He is not like a house, but like the inhuman stone of the

house, which can serve just to build it, putting it over and over again in new order and

form. Our principle gives this building block together with the plan of

construction; and throughout the building it will always be the same stone that recurs,

only a repetition of the first foundation stone; and God's desire is the stone that closes

the vault. You can not build houses with houses.

In fact, pleasure is to the understanding something in itself Unanalyzable,

inexplicable, some, last; but precisely because it does not divide anything of him, at

the same time the best fissure and binder for him; because of nothing to justify, the

best reason; because not explaining the best light.

After the mind purifies the concept of pleasure from all foreign ingredients, it lies

before it a simple, naked, naked thing; because what somebody still wants to say

about it, it is only something about and about pleasure, not pleasure, which becomes

immediately clear in the feelings of oneself and only in this one. He who would never

have felt pleasure, no definition would make clear what pleasure is, and whoever has

felt it will not be able to make any definition clearer; although much can be said

about what its consequence is and what it entails. While the mind with his chisel

works around for nothing in vain, shining it in vain with his lantern, he realizes that

this cuts hard hard invaders into his chisel and begins to lighten the light of his

lantern, and finally recognizes the luminescent diamond, the most precious and

indestructible in it at the same time, and tosses away his chisel and his lantern to use

the diamond instead of both. This diamond is the pleasure.

In so mocking the pleasure of any apprehension of its concept, however, it stands in a

living, causal connection with all that is and works in the world, which is no less selfevident and can be traced by its legality. A diamond for the mind, it is a pulsating

heart for all life in the world, after which all the veins come together, and from which

all run out again. Everything in heaven and earth, in body and soul of man and other

creatures has in the nearest or final instance relation to their state of pleasure, and the

greatest pleasure or conditions of the greatest pleasure create, therefore, at the same

time, organize the whole world in a certain way. The small sentence hereby expresses

the greatest task, namely firm, definite, and certain, because every maximum depends

on certain conditions. Throw someone a heap of stones and tell him to arrange them

into a wall that encloses the largest possible space; it does not need anything else; he

can only order her to the ball. Of course he must know it differently, that it is just the

spherical form which satisfies the task; but what would mathematics be for? Thus, the

means of satisfying the demands of our principle must be made, especially, by proper

knowledge of the nature of men and things; and the principle has to be developed

further. But such a figure is also driven to this realization; the urge to develop the

principle is at the same time an urge to explore the nature of men and things down to

their depths, and thus the concept of pleasure, which is rigid in itself, can, according



to its position, in principle draw the whole world of knowledge alive into its

territory. High above is the knowledge of the penal and blessing power of the divine

commandments; deep down from the importance of the insect and the worm; but

even the knowledge of the insect and worm, its susceptibility to pleasure and

displeasure, its relation to our pleasure and pain, its attitude to the whole of nature is

no indifference to the unfolding of the principle into its last ramifications.

But even more important than the reference that all knowledge has to lust, here is the

one who has all the action to do so. A fixed and inseparable relation exists between

the drives, on which the arbitrary as the instinctive action of the beings depends, and

desire and aversion. There is no drive that does not aim to create or sustain pleasure,

to eliminate or prevent discomfort. It will usually suffice to consider one of these

equivalents.

It will certainly be said that it is not essential to the will or rational instincts to be able

to make oneself independent of the determination through feelings of pleasure and

unpleasure; the instinct that can not. But if we look more closely, we find the

difference between the two lying in something quite different, lying in the fact that in

the will the instinctual drive to pleasure, which, like instinct, participates in a clear

conception of what we desire will have to do; instinctively, for vague determinations

of the common sense, as much as one divorces between the two, although nature

knows no fixed boundary between them, there is no difference in their relation to

pleasure. All subjective and objective determinants of man to act, whatever their

name, to which part of his nature they may be related, all his motives and purposes,

open or hidden, conscious or unconscious, but always recognizable for the analyzing

mind, include the relation to pleasure; indeed, in the so unspeakably manifold

motives and purposes of man, there can be found nothing in common but this relation

to pleasure, which one can not see only if one does not want to see it, or if it pleases

only the pleasure of eating and drinking understands.

This can be shown in more detail.

Let's go through all the main directions of human grooming: what is it that has

always been and still is today? On the pleasant and beautiful; but what seemed

agreeable and beautiful to us, unless it gives us direct pleasure; - on the useful; but

where is there any useful thing that could not be translated into the near or distant

means of pleasure or antidote of unpleasure - to the true; but does not God have an

indigenous satisfaction in the attunement and multiplication of our knowledge, and

does not the knowledge serve us to teach us, with the nature of our sources of

pleasure, their use: who would seek the true without the one or the other, and not best

for both reasons; - to the good; but the inner joy of conscience, which hangs directly

on the good, is no pleasure;

In order to be able to deny this, one must first be able to refute what has been said

about the relation of the divine commandments to the happiness of humanity.

Of course, the miser on the other hand voluntarily deprives himself of every

enjoyment; the vicious one harms the other with diligence, that is to say, aversion; the

true man endures punishment, not to say a falsehood; the martyr can be roasted on a



glowing grid. But would the stinging man, if he had money no more lustful than

eating, do the wicked harm if he did not enjoy harming others, who bore the Truth for

Truth's sake, if the inner punishment for the untruth of Him not even heavier; The

martyrs let themselves be roasted, if he did not fear falling from the grate descending

into the infernal fire and did not hope that from the burnt body the soul would rise

into the bliss of heaven. So always only pleasure, unpleasure as an end or motive for

action, as one wants to grasp it; and only ever the smaller of the larger, or, as it turns

out, the farther from the near, surpassed. It all depends on what makes or promises

more or more pleasure or discomfort to everyone.

It is not in this that the best men differ from the worst, that they act less than they do

for pleasure; but that they feel like something else; namely pleasure in that which is

itself pleasurable or pleasurable for the whole; but the bad ones in what is unpleasant

or unfathomable for the whole.

Of course, there is also a great difference between the lower common lust of the rude,

sensual man and the higher spiritual pleasure of the noble; only one should not think

that the difference lies in the fact that only one is pleasure, the other is not, but lies

therein he, that this is a pleasure, which arises in eating, drinking, playing, but the

other pleasure, which arises in the generation and the consciousness, the generator of

the desire to be; a transcendent pleasure, which the lower one can not contradict,

since it presupposes such.

Our principle, however, not only clearly expresses what is darkly the general purpose

of human endeavor as what its purpose is, but at the same time expresses it as its

purpose is.

People all begin to seek their greatest pleasure, preferably in the next and their own

pleasure; but in the developed contemplation of men and things, it turns out that the

greatest pleasure of the individual can not be attained directly by acting on only his

own next pleasure, but only on the greatest pleasure in the whole; that both can not be

separated. This result, where the deepest entry into the nature of the human and

divine and ultimate things leads in unison, is now given principally in advance to man

in order to make it through life, and thus what he wants from the beginning makes

him more secure as if he is pursuing it with his own quick glance, the look of the

child or the savage. Now, of course, it is necessary, so much of the teaching of the

human,

But even before the principle reaches this support, it awakens by its mere utterance to

follow it, and this is no small preference to a commandment whose whole value

depends on its observance. If man's desire for the next and his own pleasure is innate,

then it is not alone. As long as no conflict is asserted, the more general urge prevails

in it to create pleasure not only and but also to see oneself, and now it is not only

permitted but commanded to create the greatest possible in itself and others in

one; and the rest serves only to show that what he does not like to part with really

does not separate. Such a commandment laughs at people so joyously that he wants to

laugh at it again. The best and highest commandment now also seems to him the most

welcome and the most beautiful. All one-sided pleasure prin- ciples do not resolve



the conflict between the inclinations of the human being and, from the outset, even

conflict with his healthy feeling. A commandment, which points him first or

preferably to his own or sensual pleasure, seems to him selfish, crude; and such,

which commits him only to sacrifice for other pleasure or points to spiritual pleasure,

seems unnatural and empty to him. But a principle which does not separate the

pleasure of the one from the pleasure of all, gives equal pleasure to all pleasure, and

indeed by measuring its right to its contribution to the greatest of pleasure as a whole,

unites in itself the pull of all the individual principles without a return. All one-sided

pleasure prin- ciples do not resolve the conflict between the inclinations of the human

being and, from the outset, even conflict with his healthy feeling. A commandment,

which points him first or preferably to his own or sensual pleasure, seems to him

selfish, crude; and such, which commits him only to sacrifice for other pleasure or

points to spiritual pleasure, seems unnatural and empty to him. But a principle which

does not separate the pleasure of the one from the pleasure of all, gives equal pleasure

to all pleasure, and indeed by measuring its right to its contribution to the greatest of

pleasure as a whole, unites in itself the pull of all the individual principles without a

return. All one-sided pleasure prin- ciples do not resolve the conflict between the

inclinations of the human being and, from the outset, even conflict with his healthy

feeling. A commandment, which points him first or preferably to his own or sensual

pleasure, seems to him selfish, crude; and such, which commits him only to sacrifice

for other pleasure or points to spiritual pleasure, seems unnatural and empty to

him. But a principle which does not separate the pleasure of the one from the pleasure

of all, gives equal pleasure to all pleasure, and indeed by measuring its right to its

contribution to the greatest of pleasure as a whole, unites in itself the pull of all the

individual principles without a return. What indicates him, first or preferably, to one's

own or sensual pleasure, appears to him selfish, coarse; and such, which commits him

only to sacrifice for other pleasure or points to spiritual pleasure, seems unnatural and

empty to him. But a principle which does not separate the pleasure of the one from

the pleasure of all, gives equal pleasure to all pleasure, and indeed by measuring its

right to its contribution to the greatest of pleasure as a whole, unites in itself the pull

of all the individual principles without a return. What indicates him, first or

preferably, to one's own or sensual pleasure, appears to him selfish, coarse; and such,

which commits him only to sacrifice for other pleasure or points to spiritual pleasure,

seems unnatural and empty to him. But a principle which does not separate the

pleasure of the one from the pleasure of all, gives equal pleasure to all pleasure, and

indeed by measuring its right to its contribution to the greatest of pleasure as a whole,

unites in itself the pull of all the individual principles without a return.

Thus our principle acquires man by the very point of all his purposes, detached from

all shells, pure, clear, whole, and full, by the beauty in which he presents himself, the

inclination of man, this core also to cultivate and to strive for the fulfillment of the

purpose. As the thick head of the nail is hit full, its tip penetrates deepest.

And this friendly face of the principle, which encourages everyone to follow him, is

just the invitation. Now, as we have said, it is also related to the knowledge of the



nature of human, divine, and ultimate things, and the deeper we go, the stronger

motives develop for its observance.

Thus the principle, looking only in the human plane, points to the moderate, frugal,

righteous, peaceable, benevolent, industrious, legally living, God-trusting, as well as

health, prosperity, peace, love, respect, honor, freedom, calmness Conscience and rest

in God falls; and, on the other hand, on the obscene, the vile, the unrighteous, the

lazy, the outlaw, the god-despising, as on his side falls sickness, poverty, quarrels,

hate, contempt, dishonor, imprisonment, punishment, guilt. All the safer the better the

whole human order itself in the sense of the principle; In a bad order many a reward

will probably be shortened to the good, and many evil will be rewarded for the

bad; but everywhere and at all times the order of things has been good enough that on

average and on the whole the better and the worse the worse; and whether justice

initially goes limping behind man, it almost always overtakes him before the end of

his life. But which motive could induce man to set up his change in the sense of

exceptional cases rather than the rule! Much suffering also happens to the good of

God; but the better the man, the better he turns his own suffering and the more help

others turn to him. But further and higher the gaze rises. How numerous and bitter the

exceptional cases of righteousness here seem to us to be, what has been confirmed on

average and progress from the beginning of the world over and over, becomes the

pointer to the plan, the plant, the direction of the world order as a whole, which is not

decided with the here and now. Whoever did not believe that the fixed and secure

plant would find its safe execution and completion, if the plant is not at the same time

the end. If here retaliation is often postponed, because in the broader context other

things intervene, and yet remains threatening and more threatening, and punitive or

prospective, always imminent with this threat, it may be postponed beyond this life,

but by the step As the righteousness of our ever-lagging righteousness is greater than

that of ours, with the last great step we will take in the other life, we will not be able

to escape it, but it will be them who, catching us and grasping us, enter us the other

world falls down or carries up. I want to say,

If someone places a fruit here in the earth and does its work on it, it will grow beyond

the earth to the sky and will bloom and bear. Whoever asks what reward he will

receive in heaven for what he does good in the earth, we can point to this and say: if

the seed and the care of the seed in the earth was yours, so will the tree with all

Flowers and fruits over the earth would be yours once. Such a great reward can a

small earthly one day wear as the oak grows from the glans. And so nature, as a

garden of God, may give us many a beautiful sign, as we stand on the ground of the

same garden.

Such are the pleasurable motives that our principle has to use to obey it. What is

briefly indicated here has further to do with the teaching.

It is so true that it is only a matter of desire, as to what all action of man in the last

resort is and can do, that even the teachers of morality, who seek to keep pleasure as

far as possible from their systems, do not Nevertheless, their motives can

nevertheless be put into pleasure, except that they let the highest peaks and summits



of all pleasure be considered as if the highest heights were lost and not held by the

base that lost itself in the roots of the earth. Without the reference to the pleasure of

conscience, the joy of attuning oneself with God, and eternal bliss, all morality would

be lame, helpless and futile; yes, that she still remains with this reference, she proves

simply by the fact that she appears to most even as a scare. And of course, the

loveliest, cutest friend only to fear. But the moralists really separate the head of

pleasure from their bodies, hold it out to us and say: how beautiful is he! Yes, he is

beautiful, but grown together with everything else, which is beautiful.

In our sense, the pleasure of conscience acquires the right meaning in that it appears

as the best reward in pleasure, which God has attached to the best work for pleasure

here, as the spiritual reflex of all desire radiated by us or even radiated only in the

The pure, round mirror of our essence is united in a focal point as a part of the divine

pleasure itself, insofar as God's desire is tied to the same aspiration, as the pleasure of

a wave that feels part of the source of pleasure. Eternal bliss, however, acquires its

meaning in that it appears as the pleasure-pound, that which is exempted from us into

the world, one day with all the usury it bears, and repaid to us as property, and would

not have proliferated here in spite of our work, God would allow us to grow at a

higher rate of interest there.

Ordinary morality, however, correctly declares a reward for the last and the highest,

which can become us, but the pleasure for which we are rewarded, for nothing. Does

lust have the highest value there, why not here?

Ordinary morality says: do not worry about the steps built to the last and the highest,

because they are not the last and the highest, but only this.

We want the steps and the summit, the steps, because they lead to the summit, and the

summit, because the aspiration for him leads through the steps, and he himself is only

the highest, on which we meet with God and his angels; to the lower, but with his

lower beings, who are also of God.

VII.



It will be said that the command to seek only the greatest of pleasure, unseen in its

nature, presupposes a comparable measure of all pleasure; but such is not to be

found. Already sensual and spiritual pleasure are incomparable with each other; and

in the realm of the senses and the mind, in particular, there is again the most varied

pleasure, which has no common measure of greatness, at least no useful one.

But there is such a thing; yes, it is the most direct and most directly usable thing that

can exist; because every human being is able to carry it directly with them and to be

able to put it on immediately. Yes, there are not just one but two complementary

standards of pleasure; a subjective, with which we measure our own desire, and an

objective, with which we measure the strange pleasure. This lies in the immediate

feeling of the greater and less of pleasure and of the stronger or weaker instinct

connected with it; this in the acts dependent on these feelings and instincts, through

which pleasure is partly expressed, partly aspired to. Both measure indiscriminately

over all pleasure.



In fact, we can find the daily proof that all pleasure, as diverse as it may be, has a

common measure, in the fact that we daily see one of the others preferred and more

preferable to ourselves. A boy will not find it embarrassing to choose between an

apple and a beech, because this is sensuous, here spiritual, or unpleasantly, as though

he did not know how to compare them. And how could the common barter of men

with pleasure, where everyone gives what is less dear to him, what he prefers, form

and find common ground in money, if the different quality of pleasure compares their

own Quantity prevented.

Rather, one may say that for a principle which is supposed to be determinative of

action, no measure can be more appropriate than what lies directly in the feeling from

which the action originates and which is objectively determined out of us by the

actions themselves , Of course, there may be errors in the application of this measure,

in that we do not reproduce past or future pleasure in the sense of retrogression or

anticipation in their proper proportion, or misinterpret the actions of others. But the

possibility of error must not cause us to throw away the means of truth itself, but to

make it ever more secure through ever greater mindfulness. A cubit that measures

correctly by itself is nowhere to be found; it must be enough if it measures sharply,

provided it is sharply arranged.

And not only the comparison but also the summation of the most varied of pleasures

is as humanly possible as well as familiar. A day usually brings with it other pleasures

and displeasure than the other, but man will probably know which of the different

days he spent happiest on the whole. Yes, man has a very strange ability to summate

in his feelings all the disinterested pleasure or pain that is attached to a cause or

action for us or others, or whose condition it promises to be, and this gives him the

feeling of being Value of things and actions. What the thing or its similar has done, is

hereby decisive for what it promises to achieve. Even in this feeling man can be

wrong; but what follows is again not that he rejects this feeling,

VIII.



It will be said that the established principle is a principle of calculation whose

application is impossible, or which, when trying to apply it, must do more harm than

good. Every other case where there is action brings with it different conditions, the

conditions complicate themselves infinitely in the world; how can one establish a

principle which demands the impossible calculation or sanctions the detrimental

calculation, which in every single case will result from this or that act of pleasure or

displeasure, in order to decide whether or not to do so?

On the other hand, I ask first of all whether it is not what is declared impossible here

or rejected as deceitful that happens daily and is said to be good. When have people

ever acted differently than in terms of the presumptive consequences of their actions

and the influence of these actions on their happiness and misfortune, and if they are

mistaken daily, the answer must always be repeated, that they must only endeavor to

To be less erratic daily in this, to make the foresight ever more secure, instead of

giving it up altogether, to go blind or blindfolded on its way. Our principle, by



directing man to this foresight, does not require anything new from him; it only

demands that he does what he already does, more than hitherto, that he is not merely

concerned with the next, but so much he only ever can, to take into account the most

remote consequences and all the consequences of his actions; that he is not only wise,

but that he is wise. If man can not find the best way, he is no less obliged to seek it at

all costs.

If, however, it be postponed to the principle that man limits this merely to the

calculation of what will result from each individual case of pleasure and pain, this is

only a slight substitution. Not every kind of foresight is a calculation. Neither should

each individual calculate this, nor should he calculate it for each individual case, nor

is man ever referred to the calculation merely by the principle.

For it is certain that most people can not make any good calculations about the

consequences of their actions, that no one can employ them for all relations, that if

everyone wants to take his own account, everyone comes to other results, and thus

cooperation that human beings would cease for common purposes, that at the end of

the calculation the time to act would finally pass.

But precisely because in the calculation of each individual case by each individual

man the best would not come out, and our principle can not demand this calculation,

but must ban it, or rather limit it to the correct measure; and it can develop these

limitations purely by itself only with reference to the nature of men and

things. Afterwards it is necessary to investigate which way of directing actions is

itself most useful for the happiness of humanity; something must be found; and one

has to stick to it.

In this respect, it is one of the first and most important implications of our principle

that man should be guided by general laws and rules in the main relations of life

rather than by his own calculation of the consequences of his actions, which on

average, on the whole, the best Grant the result, and of which the moral principles

themselves are the highest and most important. For in some cases the points of view

for general rules are more simplified than for concrete cases, so that the best is easier

for the average than for the individual; in part, long-term experience may be used to

establish the average of cases, and all existing rules and laws are more or less based

on such; in part, these statements, and the changes necessitated by changes in

circumstances, may be put into the hands of those who are more qualified, and the

nature of men and things tends to put them into the hands of them; in part, apart from

the material use of the rules and laws, a great formal one, but equally more important

for the happiness of humanity, is the harmonious action of the same, the pursuit of

common goals, the easier and more rigorous calculation of the consequences of

action for each individual it is possible for everyone to know what interaction or

counteraction he can presuppose on the part of others in his actions; that, moreover,

each one, taking the objective laws and rules as subjective,

If, at last, laws and rules, where in a broader sense also manners and customs reckon,

existed for a time among men, they gain a particularly important influence on their

state of pleasure, in that their sense and institutions have already been established,



and in The versatility of men can be built upon many things, without it being possible

by reason to say that one is better than the other; the stock itself can help to make

existing laws and regulations.

The laws and rules can then be divided into those which concern all men at all times,

by relying on the immutable and communal in the basic human nature, and those

which have to change and change according to particular conditions. The former the

divine, the latter the human laws. The observance of the first will have the broadest,

most general, universal advantages for the human race; the observance of the latter

advantages for the particular conditions from which they have developed, and which,

in turn, have fixed upon them.

As a result of this consideration man is now obliged to adhere generally to the divine

laws, and in the near future especially to the human beings who are valid in the

sphere of his life and work, with whom his weal and woe are at first connected. To

the former par excellence, as long as they do not cause exceptions to each other by

mutual conflict; at least to the latter, as long as they are not demonstrably bad. But it

is more probable, for obvious reasons, that they are good for the present

circumstances, than not good, at least better than an individual himself could render

them, even if they were demonstrably bad, we would still do them in most May and

must respect cases, taking into account the great formal advantages,

In such a way, a great deal of the individual's judgment of the good and the bad is

already taken in advance, not against the meaning of our principle, but according to

the pure and clear implications of the same, in which it relies on nothing to support

everything should, the nature of what it refers to. It turns out that, according to

psychology, philosophy, or history, we may regard the nature of human judgment,

action, happiness, and unhappiness, that in the action of each individual man, only on

the basis of his individual judgment, would the happiness of humanity be

neglected; that all go better when all are governed by general laws that bind

all; consequently, our principle also requires that the individual judgment be really

put back.

In the meantime, this can only be a limitation, not a waiver of one's own

judgment. Laws must be given in part, partly amended, partly interpreted, so those

who are responsible for that need their own judgment. Often laws come, divine with

divine, human with human, or both in conflict, and since it is even divine law to obey

the state laws, a conflict of the latter kind may itself take on the character of a conflict

of the first kind; Here again it takes the own judgment to the decision. All laws, at

last, even the subsidiaryly governing customs and traditions, still leave men enough

space for action; in a sense, even this latitude is increased by the action of the

same; how the extent of free will-determination in the wild, which is bound by so few

laws, is infinitely more limited than in ours, which seem to be bound by laws on all

sides. This is due to the fact that from the secure ground of legality out of any

unrestricted by others and with far-reaching calculation can develop his own action

and combine it with that of others. According to this, it is still up to man, on the basis

of the laws, to develop his actions independently by means of his own



judgment. Also, for the sake of higher education, man ought, as far as possible, to be

aware of the reasons for his observance, and even the divine ones of human laws, not

merely by name, but by the nature of the source they flow,

What, then, does man have to command in this respect? None of those who are at his

command can be excluded by our principle; rather, it instructs him, all who can serve

him, to really use them so that they work together for the best result. But these means

also include the calculating mind; but not alone; and man is as much educated and

reminded that he needs him and needs it, to say that he needs him alone.

I now show what there is not room for here, and even the suggestion should suffice

on which basis a judgmental feeling develops in man apart from the judgmental

understanding; as it has equal authority in its sphere, but no greater than this; how

each has its own, unilaterally used, advantages and disadvantages to other sites; how

both can only be properly judged as they are properly formed by education and

life; how they can mutually promote their education, serve their control, complement

and help each other out; like nobody quite without both, but most with overweight of

the one judge; and how the aspiration must always be to bring mind and feeling to a

unanimous judgment,

The doctrine of conscience, in which the judgmental feeling about good and evil is

linked with an impulse on the one hand and against the other and, according to the

general relation between instinct and desire, with the proper feeling of pleasure and

displeasure, of which I am attached, is based on these considerations seek to discuss

the causal connection.

I will come back to the conscience; Here it is sufficient to refer to the facts of the

same general reference and to recognize it.

So our principle does not deny conscience, in order to shift the whole judgment of

our actions to the calculating mind; Rather, it demands conscience, because without it

the calamity will only go one foot, that is, it will be lame, and thus it will not serve

the best of humanity the best. But on the other hand, it can not regard law,

conscience, or both together alone as authoritative; because there are bad laws and

bad consciences; who should judge this; and since law and conscience leave much

free, who should judge?

The considerations developed here from the point of view of our principle are

themselves intellectual, as they can not be otherwise than scientific. We see, however,

how our principle prescribes to the understanding, in need of it, the limits in which it

has further need, that is, no further than that it serves for the best, that is, to the law

and conscience, nor to its full Right to leave. Thus, the principle not only develops

the substance, but also the form of its use out of itself. This is the character of a selfliving principle.

So man should not merely expect to calculate according to our principle, but he

should count on it as far as he can expect; because he has the brain for that.

Why should I not be able to calculate and calculate that on my strong shoulders a

burden carries more easily than on the weaker one of my weaker brother and then



takes over instead of him; that the first penny weighs heavier in pleasure than the

twenty-fifth, and therefore makes my twenty-fifth prefer to go elsewhere to the

first; that through bad habits I devour more of the means and the faculties of pleasure

than I ever derive pleasure from it; that, passing the time of youth, I will not benefit

neither myself nor others. All these are things that the mind can compute in the sense

of our principle, and where it can not contradict law or conscience, but can itself be

based on it.

Law and conscience, however, wherever and from whom they may be judged, will be

justified in the last resort only insofar as they are given and educated in the sense of

our principle. So the principle is unconditional in every respect.

The purely intellectual behavior with the principle, which may not happen in the past

in life, will be a matter of science. Not that she has less than life to recognize the

justification of law and conscience; but it will have to justify it rationally.

But the scientific knowledge of the best in the whole world is connected with the best

scientific knowledge of the whole world, which has to embrace the nature of men and

things down to their first and last causes, consequences and ramifications. And we

have acquired with the principle of no magic ring, which gave us all these cognitive

treasures suddenly, but only compass and tax for a laborious journey through nature

itself. Only thereby it reduces the trouble that instructs her the right and successful

direction; but it adds to the fact that it now also drives us in this direction. But a

principle that could easily be exploited would not be worth the effort.

The times are no longer where the song of the poet moved the stones to the

building; Man must laboriously bring it up; the gaps are bigger than the walls; the

bigger the building, the later its end; and so also the knowledge of the best of all

times and worlds will grow heavy and slow through many laborious works, and end

only at the end of days; but what is once founded on nature will stand firm and

always; but the words that wanted to move the stones turn into locks of the air, and

one phantom after another passes in the quickly reached height.

The law of gravity governs the whole sky; we know for certain that it is the case; all

the laws of the celestial motions are subordinated to him; all bills that want right can

only be guided from his point of view; We owe him the true clarity about the

conditions of the sky. But whoever has nothing but this law has not got anything; its

application to teaching challenges and often exceeds all powers of the law; even the

attraction of three celestial bodies we can not calculate completely according to

it; and often, in order to gain only approximations, we must presuppose, in part,

already as calculated, what would itself be calculated, leaving the future to bring pure

and complete solutions.

Thus our law certainly governs everything moral, all practical in general; all

individual laws of the practical are subordinated to him; all bills that want right can

only be guided from his point of view; it alone can spread clarity about the world of

action; but whoever has nothing but this law still has nothing; its application to

doctrine challenges and outstrips all powers of the mind; even the moral and juridical

relations merely between three people we could not completely develop according to



it; and science has no choice but to introduce into the bill, for the time being, many

things in the world which would be calculable, with the hope that they will one day

be able to give themselves. But your justification,

Thus, of course, science, which is based on our principle, must always become

conscious of the point of view of imperfection which it shares with every human

knowledge. The conceit of the so-called absolute viewpoints will remain foreign to

her. But the fact that the gaps and difficulties of knowledge in her are always as clear

as the connection between the acquired and the distant goal of the whole direction,

will always assure her of distant progress.

IX.



Kant calls it a mistake of all principles of pleasure that they make morality something

empirical; for what gives pleasure and aversion can only be known from experience.

For my part, I find an advantage of all pleasurable principles in that, by their nature,

they permit not only all experiences in life to be used for doctrine and, consequently,

for life, but that they are even necessary to enter into the empirical nature of men and

things. How should the doctrine of action, which has to move in the empirical, be

independent of the empirical? It seems to me like a physics that wanted to abstract

from the empirical nature of the body and the movement or to construct it in the head,

which one has certainly tried, but with what success?

Truly, the attempt to keep morality as a science floating above the empirical of life,

so that it does not pollute one's feet in it, has always had the success that the

empirical aspect of life has not been concerned with the science of morality. both

have gone side by side, or that the empirical has yet to be subsequently attached to

the principle with a bad connection. A principle which is to be useful for the

empirical life can also be vivid and lively, and can develop only in the empirical

itself; and the more necessary it is for its own unfolding, the more it will prove that it

is its soul.

This does not hinder, but rather leads us, from the empirically recognized nature of

men and things, to which the innermost belongs, what we possess, from the

experiential relations of pleasure and displeasure to everything that is in and out of

us, yes, of pleasure and reluctance to each other, with the help of reason, to deduce

something higher than is all individual material, which has served for the derivation,

something thoroughgoing and universal, which just because it holds everything

empirical, intellectually interspersed and linked, high above it itself stands.

X.



The previous objections were formal; There will be no lack of materials.

Initially, the principle allows only attention to size, not to the nature of pleasure. As

much pleasure as possible should be brought into the world, just as many things.

How, one will ask, is not spiritual pleasure in itself, apart from its quantity, worth

more than sensual pleasure, to be preferred to it? The pleasure in beauty, truth, in a



useful activity, now even in the pleasure of conscience, is worth nothing more than

the great pleasure in a well-laid table, on a warm bed, and the like. Where is there

such intense pleasure as some sensual; should she therefore prefer the spiritual?

Certainly not, as long as one stops at the examples given. But you can face others. Is

not the desire for good food and clothing, for the glass of wine and the comfortable

rest after work, whereby our readiness to work itself is again and refreshed, worth

more than the desire for a bad novel, than the lust of the miser on money , the player

in the game, the malevolent in the chagrin of others, etc., and yet the first is sensual,

the latter spiritual pleasure. So spiritual pleasure may be more or less worth

circumstances than sensuousness; the quality sensual, spiritual, does not decide, it

always depends on whether it is good or bad, noble or mean, useful or harmful, not

whether it is spiritual or sensual pleasure.

Usually, however, when spiritual pleasure is contrasted with sensuous ones, one has

tacitly in mind only noble or good spiritual pleasure more vulgar, or worse sensually

opposite; and then, of course, it is self-evident in the sense of our principle to

appreciate the former more; for noble or good spiritual pleasure becomes noble or

good only because its pleasure-value does not merely depend on the moment, but is

also the source of predominant pleasure, or is connected with it. This is true of all the

above-mentioned desire for genuine beauty and truth, for useful activities, above all

for the pleasure of a good conscience, as the most effective motive for further good

action. From such kinds of pleasure, or whatever they are connected to, whole series

of pleasurable effects may develop for humanity; And against this, a single sensual

pleasure can not fail, if it does not diminish or only spoils pleasure for the

consequence. But as it is, sensuous pleasure has as much value as the spiritual, and it

would be strange to praise a regent, because he also provided for the material wellbeing of his subjects, and yet did not attach any value to himself.

In general, when we speak of the greatest possible of pleasure as a whole, we are not

really concerned with a conflict between sensual and spiritual pleasure, but in general

one can say that the greatest will be gained by not following either one or the other

but seeks to support and promote one by the other, so that the maximum as a whole

generally brings with it the maximum of every kind. The sensual pleasure has the

spiritual to give the body, through which they remain in relationship with the earth

and its food sources; the spiritual pleasure of the sensual, the soul through which it

enters into contact with the higher light. The highest statue also demands the highest

and the widest base. Shall now the divine image of spiritual desire reach into heaven,

XI.



It will be said that our principle is deficient insofar as it aims only at the greatest

possible pleasure in humanity without worrying about its distribution. It could not be

indifferent, if all pleasure is concentrated on one, and the others go out emptyhanded, or if all, though on the whole, have less of it. The latter is to be preferred to

healthy feelings, but to follow our principle. Furthermore, our principle does not

distinguish between the pleasure of good and evil. More lust of evil is better for him



than less desire of good; the healthy feeling requires the opposite. The punishment of

evil must be completely eliminated, for how can it be in the sense of our principle to

purposely increase the unpleasure which evil has brought into the world by inflicting

it itself new pain through punishment.

But again, it is only necessary to give our principle the consideration of the nature of

men and things to the ground, so that from its simple nucleus everything that man has

always demanded as right, and not only the distribution of pleasure among them,

develops People at all, but also the fairest distribution of them.

A means of pleasure, heaped upon a person to a certain degree, never produces so

much pleasure as is distributed among several; it must, therefore, in the sense of our

principle, generally speaking, be divided until the too great fragmentation and spread

of it over inappropriate places would bring more harm than good. In the activity for

the pleasure of others, the communication of our goods to others, and the stagnation

of their sufferings, the social enjoyment of pleasure, lie the richest sources of spiritual

pleasure. All powerful sources of pleasure in the world can arise and exist only

through the fact that many work at the same time and then collectively from it.

As our maximum principle demands the greatest possible pleasure among men, it

naturally demands its distribution among men. One can say: pleasure increases,

discomfort reduces itself to a certain extent with its distribution. The poet has said it

briefly and beautifully with the words: shared joy is double joy, shared pain is half

pain.

Not every mode of distribution, however, is indifferent, and our principle determines

the right kind of distribution. Generally speaking, one can see in the right kind of

distribution itself a source of pleasure, in the wrong one a source of pain. So, as long

as our principle demands the maximum of pleasure, it determines at the same time, as

the most correct distribution, that which is the condition of this maximum.

I explain this by a mathematical analogy: the product of the parts into which a

number can be decomposed depends on the nature of its division, a function of how

one expresses itself. The largest possible product always belongs to a single specific

division. For example, if I divide 12 into 1 and 11, the product of both parts 11

is; when divided into 2 and 10 it is larger, namely 20; in division in 3 and 9 again

larger, namely 27; etc. The most advantageous division is in equal parts, namely in 6

and 6, this gives the maximum product 36. If it is a division not in two, but in three

parts, so would the three same parts 4, 4, 4 the maximum product 64. And so,

whatever the size of the number and number of parts you can choose,

Similarly, the greatness of pleasure in humanity as a whole is also a function of the

way it divides among its individual members, in such a way that everything equates

to these members, the maximum of pleasure in the same distribution to be expected

among them. But not everything is equal to them, and this is the connection between

the appropriateness and the justice of the distribution in particular. Plants, character,

education, merit, and the inherited superiority of human beings make it better to heap

or heap more pleasure or pleasure than the other.



The nature of these circumstances must then be considered again according to their

general and special relations, and hereafter general and special rules established. Thus

it can be shown how property and inheritance are not against the sense, but in the

sense of the principle; and if they were not, they did not deserve to exist. But I do not

go into the details of this now.

In the execution of this subject, the objection is resolved that by our principle the

pleasure of the good is equated with that of the bad, and hereby the punishment of the

latter is abolished. On the contrary, by this principle, the unpleasure or punishment of

the bad is equated with pleasure, the reward of good. The evil has, if it is just evil,

pleasure in what unpleasure, the good, if it is good, pleasure in that which brings lust

into the whole, and by this both instinct is also determined to action. Thus, the desire

of the first self is a source of pain, the last of the pleasure source of the whole. This

does not mean to be equivalent in the sense of our principle. If one were to inflict on

the first one, for his own iniquity, even pleasure, he would only increase his evil

inclination, this source of injustice. On the other hand, by the reward of the good one

intensifies a source of pleasure. But by opposing greater displeasure, that source of

pain can also be forced and finally forced to flow as a source of pleasure. That's how

the punishment comes into the world. If evil is not punished, it continues to bring

disaster into the world, others do it for him; Although it is at the moment spared pain

by its protection, but the source of pain grows more and more and spreads more and

more. Punishment, divine as well as human, is the means, according to which it is

used, to prevent man partly from further calamity, partly to ameliorate it, partly to let

others take an example; best of all the punishment, which knows how to combine all

these advantages to the greatest possible. What brings them into the world for the

moment of individual displeasure, must surpass it by preventing even more mischief

for the consequence in the whole. Leaving this point of view, it becomes hard, cruel,

unjust, harmful. Our principle therefore not only demands the punishment of evil, but

also develops from the nature of man again the points of view for it, and indeed those

that have always been practically involved, without ever being able to unite them

practically and effectively under one principle. At what words and difficult-tounderstand deductions has one resorted to; Here the punishment falls directly and

simply out of the most general principle and the flattest facts of human nature. Our

principle therefore not only demands the punishment of evil, but also develops from

the nature of man again the points of view for it, and indeed those that have always

been practically involved, without ever being able to unite them practically and

effectively under one principle. At what words and difficult-to-understand deductions

has one resorted to; Here the punishment falls directly and simply out of the most

general principle and the flattest facts of human nature. Our principle therefore not

only demands the punishment of evil, but also develops from the nature of man again

the points of view for it, and indeed those that have always been practically involved,

without ever being able to unite them practically and effectively under one

principle. At what words and difficult-to-understand deductions has one resorted

to; Here the punishment falls directly and simply out of the most general principle

and the flattest facts of human nature. At what words and difficult-to-understand



deductions has one resorted to; Here the punishment falls directly and simply out of

the most general principle and the flattest facts of human nature. At what words and

difficult-to-understand deductions has one resorted to; Here the punishment falls

directly and simply out of the most general principle and the flattest facts of human

nature.

Likewise, as our principle divides pleasure among men, it divides it into time. To

enjoy all pleasure at once destroys the inner and outer faculties of pleasure; always

moving the desire and saving for future pleasure, lets both spoil unused and

stunted. A change between enjoying pleasure and creating pleasure; a benefit of the

inner and outer pleasures, with such protection that a growing fund will always be

preserved for the future; a grasping of pleasure in the most favorable moments; a

takeover even of unpleasure, for the sake of profit of the future, are obvious demands

of the principle. All measure, all caution, all diligence is commanded by as much as

any pleasure of the moment allows, which does not cost the future more than it brings

the present.

XII.



It will be said that our principle implies the ruinous and reprehensible sentence that a

good purpose sanctifies evil means. Bring only the success of an action of

predominant pleasure or benefit, which in our opinion in the last instance always

dissolves in pleasure sequences, so you could commit the worst actions, eg. Steal a

rich loaf of bread to feed a hungry poor; The rich man does not feel it, the poor are

satisfied or warded off much suffering. But this principle brought disaster into the

world in the hands of the Jesuits and elsewhere; a principle can not be justified,

which sanctions him.

But if it is true that misfortune enough has come into the world through the

application of this principle, then it can not be an inference of our principle, but only

the opposite, and of course the principle can not be refuted by false inference. By its

very nature, our principle does not allow for anything that hinders, rather than fosters,

the happiness of the world as a whole. But if that principle did not really bring more

harm than salvation into the world, and all calamity will ultimately be resolved in

displeasure, no one would have ever reproved it.

The following is to be considered: the application of bad means for good ends comes,

in general, to the fact that while we are trying to achieve something individual, even

if it were far-reaching, good, but by violation of divine commandments the most

general and the safest To shake the foundations of the good itself and thus the

strongest pillars of the state of lust of humanity, to bring about consequences in the

whole, which do more harm than can be gained in detail with it. Of course, it is not

easy to calculate in detail what advantage arises from following the divine laws in

every particular case, but for that very reason we have to calculate or estimate it as a

whole, and then subordinate the individual to this whole; so it is both logical and

practical.



One replies well: in certain cases the advantage of the application of an evil remedy

emerges clearly and decisively, even with benefit into the whole, while the

disadvantage, which the violation of a general rule or good habituation brings into the

whole, often just as decidedly vanishes , For such cases, our principle would have to

endorse the evil principle.

The answer to this is that we are only too much inclined to suggest that what we call

the vanishing and blurring thing as a whole is too small in comparison with what is

clearly shown in the individual comprehensible successes of superficial

contemplation, while the whole hold and advantage the laws and rules are attached to

that blurring. And by this we likewise miss the greater, more general pleasure for the

sake of the lesser individual, and destroy their sources. The meaning of our principle,

however, virtually forbids us to envisage the individual independently of the whole.

But, in fact, from the observance of every divine as well as human law, disadvantages

may arise that are so profound and far-reaching that the general advantage of

respecting them is diminished. But for that very reason there is no divine nor human

law, except the supreme principle itself, or such sentences, which can only be

considered as other expressions whose observance may not be exempted, or where

not one often difficult with all powers of the mind and conscience could lead to

decisive conflict.

One will even find that all or most of the material objections to our principle are

reduced on closer inspection to the fact that there are some bad implications for

humanity. But with every such objection one will prove nothing more than two

things: first, that one has derived a false inference from our principle; secondly, that

one indirectly acknowledges the correctness of the principle by following the

goodness of the principle judged by the happiness or misfortune that results from this

for humanity. Unless, of course, one would come to evil consequences, which could

not be reduced to the termination of human happiness.

XIII.



I'm coming back to the conscience now. Conscience is characterized by an

anticipation, both as an aftertaste of pleasure, which relates to good actions, to

displeasure, which is connected to evil; a proper instinct which, if not always

prevalent, is always present; a bargain at last in judging what is good and evil, which

is related to those feelings. The distinction between the good and the evil itself is

linked to its distinguishing character.

Usually conscience is, after all its moments, something inherently innate. Now it

must be admitted that man is genuinely innate in the pleasure of some simple good,

from which many other things flow, and a corresponding instinct. The pleasure of

others; the desire to do good to those who have done us good; the desire for the

attunement of ideas as the first basis of the love of truth; the mother's desire to take

care of her children; and the reluctance to the contrary or omission of all these things

are certainly not acquired and implanted by experience and education. But all this is

compensated by an equally innate addiction to prefer our welfare to that of others; the



desire to do evil, to do evil to us; the desire, to give free rein to our imagination and

to protect ourselves from falsehood by untruth; the desire of the mother to forgive her

child and to reset her stepchild for his sake. So there is so much evil in the innate as

good. Also, the innate, like everything instinctive in man, can at most be sufficient to

guide it within the simplest conditions. Consciousness is therefore not declared out of

this innate, which is always to guide the most well-educated man in the most

complicated circumstances of life, always for the good, and really accomplishes this

the more he has risen in the right direction over the merely innate. Also, the innate,

like everything instinctive in man, can at most be sufficient to guide it within the

simplest conditions. Consciousness is therefore not declared out of this innate, which

is always to guide the most well-educated man in the most complicated

circumstances of life, always for the good, and really accomplishes this the more he

has risen in the right direction over the merely innate. Also, the innate, like

everything instinctive in man, can at most be sufficient to guide it within the simplest

conditions. Consciousness is therefore not declared out of this innate, which is always

to guide the most well-educated man in the most complicated circumstances of life,

always for the good, and really accomplishes this the more he has risen in the right

direction over the merely innate.

In fact, we see even the most uneducated child without what one would call warning,

scruples or bites of conscience, beat another child, take away his toys, disobey him,

even lie. If one wants to say that conscience is there, it only sleeps or is still

uninspired; so the expression is free, and may, quite properly understood, hit the

matter; only that he is indeed more suited to prevent this understanding than to effect

it. What can and should guide us is just the alert and open-minded conscience; it is

not denied that it may awaken and open up in every man; but that it always awakens

and unlocks itself. Where this is not the case, man lacks what can and should guide

him; and it is useless to refer to him as if he had it. We then have the case of an

undeveloped plant; but Mozart did not compose with the arrangement alone, nor did

Raphael paint. The former would have blindfolded the keys, driven them wildly with

the paintbrush over the canvas, if they had left them with their equipment to

themselves; and thus man, with all his ability to act as a conscience, will act blindly

and desolately, unless this facility is developed for what conscience should be for

man.

In fact, not conscience, only the attachment to the conscience is given to man, just as

and no more than reason and sense of beauty have been completed; for all Dreies it

still requires the most careful education and guidance of parents, teachers, and life,

before they can guide man again; and a wronged upbringing may, like the other, turn

to misuse it instead of right. The savage has fallen in love with the most hideous

grimaces of his idols; he believes the nonsensical of human and divine things, and so

he performs human sacrifices and eats people and torments his enemies in the most

cruel way, without the conscience shrugging at all during the twitching his brothers.

It is therefore not a question of accepting conscience idly, and of waiting for it to

awaken and unlock itself, nor is it to do a simple handling of the conscience, which

could be compared with awakening and unlocking; but as properly and finely and



surely as the conscience itself should be able to guide man, so properly and finely and

carefully in detail must he himself have been trained. And now the question arises on

which basis this education is based.

This is a psychological issue that is better suited to general experience than to general

assertions.

Send a boy for the first time to a place of which he knows nothing; he becomes

indifferent and, if the path seems annoying, he goes there with disgust. But now he is

well in this place, he finds friendly faces, playmates, which makes him full and

happy, probably something more beautiful than he has hitherto known and thought,

there; thus an aftertaste of the pleasure which he enjoyed there will be tied to the

memory of this place, and a forethought of it, when it comes to going again; he will

long for this place; the passage itself will make him want; he will not even shy away

from a long and difficult journey; he will sacrifice all smaller and nearer amusements

for it. The same boy had been beaten, scolded, treated contemptibly, and let him be

put to death; thus a feeling of discomfort will be bound up with the idea of this place

for him; he would rather do everything and suffer than go there again. The more often

and exclusively similar experiences are tied to the same places, the more these

feelings and the associated impulses will become attached. That place will last be his

earthly heaven, his hell; yes, he will look at everything, whether it leads him closer or

closer. Or supposes that good and evil also occur to him in other places, but always in

accordance with the condition, as they are similar to those places, then the safest tact

will gradually develop in him, to look at every place equally, whether he is to him

good or evil places; and if there were always a linden in the good places, and always

a fir in the good places, Thus, at last, a joyful feeling would take hold of him at the

mere sight of the linden, and a horror at the fir, even without being conscious of

why. Is not that all psychologically correct?

The effects of direct experiences will more or less be able to bring about teachings,

narratives, promises, and threats to the boy, as long as they refer to experiences of

him and can gain faith in him. From the beginning he will be afraid to go to the place

from which he is threatened with evil, evil whose meaning he has already come to

know; in the end he will at last shy away from it like hell, if one paines it over and

over again as a hell; He will, on the other hand, long for a place like heaven, which is

described to him over and over again as a heaven, the more so when everywhere the

same descriptions, narratives, meet him. What all call horror will begin to fill him

with an overpowering horror; which all describe more splendidly than anything, even

more splendidly than anything to him. For in such a way is generally the soul of man,

that the pleasure or pain that comes for him in recurrent relation through experiences

or alleged teachings with a cause or action, attaches itself as a feeling of forethought

or anticipation of the idea of this thing or action, and accordingly the impulse

destined to or against. And when he learns to recognize this or that more often as

pleasure or unpleasure, he acquires at the same time an always sure and correct tact to

judge whether something is in the sense of this pleasure or unpleasure. which for him,

through experience or beliefs believed in a thing or action, makes recurring reference

to him, attaches himself as an afterthought or anticipation to the idea of this thing or



action, and accordingly determines the drive to or against. And when he learns to

recognize this or that more often as pleasure or unpleasure, he acquires at the same

time an always sure and correct tact to judge whether something is in the sense of this

pleasure or unpleasure. which for him, through experience or beliefs believed in a

thing or action, makes recurring reference to him, attaches himself as an afterthought

or anticipation to the idea of this thing or action, and accordingly determines the drive

to or against. And when he learns to recognize this or that more often as pleasure or

unpleasure, he acquires at the same time an always sure and correct tact to judge

whether something is in the sense of this pleasure or unpleasure.

Here we have the psychological basis from which conscience develops in all its

moments in the human being.

It is in the nature of the divine and all good commandments that, out of the

observance of them, the predominant gain of pleasure grows toward general relations

for humanity. Experience proves this success on the whole; and thus one can

generally overlook how in mankind a feeling of the value of this observance and of

the evil which depends on its disregard must develop with the corresponding urge, at

the same time a tact in the judgment of what is in the sense of these

commandments. This is the slow-going, but in the general essence of the human soul

and the good necessary and therefore certainly founded education of the conscience

in the great by God. Now, however, the predominant pleasurable consequences of the

good and discomfort of evil are not immediately obvious. that the child and the

wildest savage could conceive and relate them to their causes; but what the world

order, or the spirit of good that governs it, has gradually taught humanity, is now

more rapidly propagated by man's education of man. Thus the tact of each individual

in distinguishing good and evil develops much less by his own direct experience than

by the fact that he always sees everything among men from the point of view of

whether it is good or evil, and of all sides himself Consideration is guided. In Athens,

once, the least knew how to judge whether a statue, a verse in the tragedy, was

beautiful and fair, because everything was considered from the point of view of the

beautiful and fair, and everyone was respected, when he himself was familiar with

this observation. What now took place in Athens in a particular time concerning the

beautiful, has always taken place everywhere at all times as to the good and evil, at

least its principal directions. From the beginning, God has educated humankind in

this direction, and continues with it; Now people are continuing this education among

themselves; and this reproduction belongs in a broader sense to God's education

itself. Now people are continuing this education among themselves; and this

reproduction belongs in a broader sense to God's education itself. Now people are

continuing this education among themselves; and this reproduction belongs in a

broader sense to God's education itself.

The development of pleasure and discomfort is parallel with this. By teaching people

to distinguish between good and evil, they also make the first prophecy, praise,

reward, honor, friendly and helpful concession; at the latter threat, blame,

punishment, dishonor, stern confrontation; not only promise and threat for temporal,

but also eternal. Over and over again, this association of the predominantly



endearingly pleasurable with the good, the unpleasant with evil returns; she always

follows us, nobody can escape her. The rod and the carrot in the hands of the parents,

the kindness and the anger on their face have an effect on the child in this sense from

an early age, and yet it has not started with a foot, Thus, in the same sense, heaven

and hell as the final goal of good and evil, as well as something beyond all measure

glorious and terrible, are expelled beyond this life. Teachers, preachers, and life are

moving in the same direction with new, different and yet always similar means. These

blows, from the first youth, always repeated, from all sides, done in the same place of

the mind, finally mark the moment of that which underlies them to a firmness and

determination, like no other; and now that it is pronounced, one can certainly not

distinguish the individual strokes that have done this from the finished work, nor say

what each one contributed to it. On the contrary, all the individual, what worked in

many different ways,

In the meantime, by comparing how conscience evolves differently under different

circumstances, and always in accordance with educating influences and an acquired

basic structure, we can clearly discern how all that named really has an influence on

this development, and how, if under unfavorable circumstances These educative

influences run, even the conscience gains wrong directions. But on average,

conscience must develop in the right way; partly and foremost, because it is the

nature of the good in itself to associate itself with predominantly pleasurable

consequences, and consequently to the general experiences in this sense; partly

because, accordingly, the teachings on average express themselves in this sense, and

that which is not clear in the successes, will be clarified and supplemented; part,

On the whole, its development necessarily involves the following: the nature of the

human mind, which according to the proviso, as the concept of the good unites with

unity, also all pleasure and aversion which depends on the good, in the feeling and for

the drive toward unity can add; the nature of good and evil as sources of pleasure and

pain and the nature of the world order in which this nature of good and evil is in fact

expressed.

It has been thought that one finds peculiar explanations of the fundamental nature of

conscience in that it should make its demands under the form of: thou shalt! claim. It

seems to me that there is nothing in it but the trace of his education through

people. Because people always address their demands to man in such a form, the

conscience, educated by men, repeats its demands under the same form.

With all this, the conscience is not put deeper than it has always been. A pure and

clear and proper conscience will still be regarded as a part of divine light and divine

pleasure; but man has first to ascend to this profit of the highest, and may rejoice that

the world order and his mind embody the means of leading him thereupon; but he

must not think that the gift of the Most High is given to him from the first; otherwise

he will never reach her.

The pleasure of a good conscience and the pain of the evil conscience, in fact, have

something that sets them apart from every other lust and every other pain, something

against which each other withdraws. This is not due to the fact that they are resulting



feelings, evolved from innumerable things, which we can no longer divorce; for

something like this also takes place in other mental pleasures of pleasure and

pain; but in the fact that the reference to something absolutely preponderant, even

beyond the temporal and human, is present to them. The good thing is the

preponderance of all pleasure, the desire for all relationships; in pleasing, beautiful,

useful only lust for this or that, though even more or less general relations. What, first

of all, causes suffering for good, for pleasure in evil; the conscience, educated to the

feeling that it is the essence of good, but finally to conquer with pleasure, the evil to

be conquered with unpleasure, surpasses all present pleasure and displeasure with its

promise and threat; Nothing comes up against this. A sense of wickedness, totality,

absoluteness, infinity, in order to borrow a few words from philosophy, lives with it,

like no other pleasure and pain. And as it awakens through divine event in man, so it

also proves by this character, the relationship with a divine feelings. But it does not

get worse by showing through which natural mediations God allows us to do so. But

these natural mediations themselves acquire a higher character in that they lead to the

highest that man can acquire. that it is the essence of good to conquer victorious with

pleasure, to be defeated by evil, outstrips all present pleasure and displeasure with its

promise and threat; Nothing comes up against this. A sense of wickedness, totality,

absoluteness, infinity, in order to borrow a few words from philosophy, lives with it,

like no other pleasure and pain. And as it awakens through divine event in man, so it

also proves by this character, the relationship with a divine feelings. But it does not

get worse by showing through which natural mediations God allows us to do so. But

these natural mediations themselves acquire a higher character in that they lead to the

highest that man can acquire. that it is the essence of good to conquer victorious with

pleasure, to be defeated by evil, outstrips all present pleasure and displeasure with its

promise and threat; Nothing comes up against this. A sense of wickedness, totality,

absoluteness, infinity, in order to borrow a few words from philosophy, lives with it,

like no other pleasure and pain. And as it awakens through divine event in man, so it

also proves by this character, the relationship with a divine feelings. But it does not

get worse by showing through which natural mediations God allows us to do so. But

these natural mediations themselves acquire a higher character in that they lead to the

highest that man can acquire. but at last with desire to conquer, evil to be conquered

with unpleasure, surpasses all present pleasure and displeasure with its promise and

threat; Nothing comes up against this. A sense of wickedness, totality, absoluteness,

infinity, in order to borrow a few words from philosophy, lives with it, like no other

pleasure and pain. And as it awakens through divine event in man, so it also proves

by this character, the relationship with a divine feelings. But it does not get worse by

showing through which natural mediations God allows us to do so. But these natural

mediations themselves acquire a higher character in that they lead to the highest that

man can acquire. but at last with desire to conquer, evil to be conquered with

unpleasure, surpasses all present pleasure and displeasure with its promise and

threat; Nothing comes up against this. A sense of wickedness, totality, absoluteness,

infinity, in order to borrow a few words from philosophy, lives with it, like no other

pleasure and pain. And as it awakens through divine event in man, so it also proves

by this character, the relationship with a divine feelings. But it does not get worse by



showing through which natural mediations God allows us to do so. But these natural

mediations themselves acquire a higher character in that they lead to the highest that

man can acquire. to be defeated with displeasure surpasses all present pleasure and

displeasure with its promise and threat; Nothing comes up against this. A sense of

wickedness, totality, absoluteness, infinity, in order to borrow a few words from

philosophy, lives with it, like no other pleasure and pain. And as it awakens through

divine event in man, so it also proves by this character, the relationship with a divine

feelings. But it does not get worse by showing through which natural mediations God

allows us to do so. But these natural mediations themselves acquire a higher character

in that they lead to the highest that man can acquire. to be defeated with displeasure

surpasses all present pleasure and displeasure with its promise and threat; Nothing

comes up against this. A sense of wickedness, totality, absoluteness, infinity, in order

to borrow a few words from philosophy, lives with it, like no other pleasure and

pain. And as it awakens through divine event in man, so it also proves by this

character, the relationship with a divine feelings. But it does not get worse by

showing through which natural mediations God allows us to do so. But these natural

mediations themselves acquire a higher character in that they lead to the highest that

man can acquire. Nothing comes up against this. A sense of wickedness, totality,

absoluteness, infinity, in order to borrow a few words from philosophy, lives with it,

like no other pleasure and pain. And as it awakens through divine event in man, so it

also proves by this character, the relationship with a divine feelings. But it does not

get worse by showing through which natural mediations God allows us to do so. But

these natural mediations themselves acquire a higher character in that they lead to the

highest that man can acquire. Nothing comes up against this. A sense of wickedness,

totality, absoluteness, infinity, in order to borrow a few words from philosophy, lives

with it, like no other pleasure and pain. And as it awakens through divine event in

man, so it also proves by this character, the relationship with a divine feelings. But it

does not get worse by showing through which natural mediations God allows us to do

so. But these natural mediations themselves acquire a higher character in that they

lead to the highest that man can acquire. And as it awakens through divine event in

man, so it also proves by this character, the relationship with a divine feelings. But it

does not get worse by showing through which natural mediations God allows us to do

so. But these natural mediations themselves acquire a higher character in that they

lead to the highest that man can acquire. And as it awakens through divine event in

man, so it also proves by this character, the relationship with a divine feelings. But it

does not get worse by showing through which natural mediations God allows us to do

so. But these natural mediations themselves acquire a higher character in that they

lead to the highest that man can acquire.

Now one may ask how the instinct which conscience instills in us, despite the

anticipation of the victorious pleasure to which it attaches, can so often be overcome

by other impulses. The reason is that the strength of our instincts is determined not

only by the feeling of greatness, but also by the closeness of pleasure. If one does not

daily see the unruly throw oneself into pleasures, of which he certainly knows that the

consequences will bring him more pain than enjoyment; but the pleasure is



closer. How the little finger can cover us with a tower; we know that he is smaller,

but he covers the tower for us. Thus, by acting contrary to conscience, we feel quite

well that at last we will certainly fare badly with the practice of bad behavior; a fear

of whose origin conscience itself gives us its account, it tells us; yet the charm of the

presently luring pleasure can surpass that impulse. Conscience must first become

strong and powerful, and Heaven and Hell should come very close to us in

anticipation, if the instinct of conscience should always prevail in its favor. Here, too,

are purely psychological facts that can be further discussed; Here it is sufficient to

have pointed out shortly thereafter.

The point of view of conscience set forth here corresponds to the experience; it also

shows the evolution of conscience from the nature of the good and the human

soul; Thirdly, it is practical in pointing out the moments which can serve for the

correct formation of conscience.

XIV.



If we arrive at the relation of our principle to the highest Christian moral precepts, we

can, and in our opinion, interpret them in such a way that they enter into

them. Rather, only the Christian moral commandments designate the mentality from

which our action is to proceed, our principle the purpose to which it is to be directed,

which, of course, does not contradict and excludes itself, but is connected and

conditioned. For in order to achieve the end, the generation of the mind is required,

which belongs to the achievement of this purpose; and if the mind is there, it will also

go to the purpose to which it corresponds. Only a course of action can be

characterized by the purpose it pursues, rather than by the mind on which it depends;

On the other hand, if the clearest form is the best for science, then for the practical a

form of the principle may be better, which is directed to the mind, provided that only

those who handle the principle in the education of the human race understand it in the

right sense , Thus, Christ, in whom I venerate a divine spirit with a sincere sense, has

chosen the more practical form of principle with reason; for his doctrine is to work

through the people, through the peoples; but this does not override a particular

interpretation of how the attitude which it commands should be expressed in

action. Love can lead to actions that do more harm than good to the one you love,

more annoying than enjoyable; Mothers often prove it in love with their children.

The interpretation of the Christian moral precepts in our sense and their relation to

our principle is as follows: Accepting the commandment: Dear God wholeheartedly,

whole soul and whole mind, our principle may be regarded as an outflow of the same,

and vice versa. It depends on whether one wants to take the direction from God to the

world or vice versa; both are possible and permissible. Once one has grasped an idea

of the best and most just God and love for him as such, this automatically brings

about the inclination to will him to act in his own way, whose goodness and justice go

to the whole. But our principle is the most general principle of goodness and

justice. But conversely, our principle necessarily leads to faith in God, indeed in the

best and most just God, from which then the love for him follows automatically. It



can be shown from history, as from the heart of man, that the belief in a personal

relationship of man to God for the happiness of humanity in the individual as well as

in the great is necessary, indeed belongs to the foundations of it; and that no belief in

an abstract world order can provide a substitute for it. But then it is the belief in the

best and most just God, who also best serves the happiness of humanity. So generated

by God in us, the principle again generates God in us. Man can not do without

God; human society would fall without it and destroying it; yes, the single human

being missed without him his best consolation and his highest standard. It can be

shown from history, as from the heart of man, that the belief in a personal relationship

of man to God for the happiness of humanity in the individual as well as in the great

is necessary, indeed belongs to the foundations of it; and that no belief in an abstract

world order can provide a substitute for it. But then it is the belief in the best and

most just God, who also best serves the happiness of humanity. So generated by God

in us, the principle again generates God in us. Man can not do without God; human

society would fall without it and destroying it; yes, the single human being missed

without him his best consolation and his highest standard. It can be shown from

history, as from the heart of man, that the belief in a personal relationship of man to

God for the happiness of humanity in the individual as well as in the great is

necessary, indeed belongs to the foundations of it; and that no belief in an abstract

world order can provide a substitute for it. But then it is the belief in the best and

most just God, who also best serves the happiness of humanity. So generated by God

in us, the principle again generates God in us. Man can not do without God; human

society would fall without it and destroying it; yes, the single human being missed

without him his best consolation and his highest standard. that the belief in a personal

relationship of man to God for the happiness of mankind is necessary in the

individual as well as in the great, indeed belongs to the foundations of it; and that no

belief in an abstract world order can provide a substitute for it. But then it is the belief

in the best and most just God, who also best serves the happiness of humanity. So

generated by God in us, the principle again generates God in us. Man can not do

without God; human society would fall without it and destroying it; yes, the single

human being missed without him his best consolation and his highest standard. that

the belief in a personal relationship of man to God for the happiness of mankind is

necessary in the individual as well as in the great, indeed belongs to the foundations

of it; and that no belief in an abstract world order can provide a substitute for it. But

then it is the belief in the best and most just God, who also best serves the happiness

of humanity. So generated by God in us, the principle again generates God in us. Man

can not do without God; human society would fall without it and destroying it; yes,

the single human being missed without him his best consolation and his highest

standard. But then it is the belief in the best and most just God, who also best serves

the happiness of humanity. So generated by God in us, the principle again generates

God in us. Man can not do without God; human society would fall without it and

destroying it; yes, the single human being missed without him his best consolation

and his highest standard. But then it is the belief in the best and most just God, who

also best serves the happiness of humanity. So generated by God in us, the principle

again generates God in us. Man can not do without God; human society would fall



without it and destroying it; yes, the single human being missed without him his best

consolation and his highest standard.

In truth, none of the so-called evidence of the existence of God has actually preserved

or created faith in it; Only the conscious and unconscious perceived impossibility,

without it peace, peace, joy, hope through all tribulation and error, hold, order, law in

the whole, has been the eternal support and rebirth of this belief. The fact that

humanity can not exist without God is a stronger proof than any other, that humanity

is not without God.

Humanity has not yet been able to work the consciousness of its god purely, clearly,

out of itself satisfactorily for all; it belongs to the highest, which she does not start

with, but what she has to work for. To lead them there may be God's own joy. But one

can determine the purpose of this work in advance. Humanity will not stop at any

other faith of God than is most conducive to its fortune. So our principle is in fact the

heuristic principle for God.

Nor can this way of finding God deceive. Every error in the knowledge of even the

smallest thing sooner or later succumbs to us through the consequences of

unpleasurability, in that it causes us partly in contradictions of thinking and partly of

action, that is, of causing false behavior in relation to the thing. But in this way the

healing of error is brought about. The truest knowledge, after all errors, remains at

last as the most satisfactory for man; only with her can he calm down last. If this is

true even of the smallest in the world, how can it not be true of the greatest in the

world, which also has the greatest influence on his pleasure and aversion? But the

difficulty of knowledge increases with gravity; the steps as a whole are big but

slow. This proves the view of the religions.

However, whoever sees in God and his relationship to the world and beings only the

greatest fairy tale of the world, may in the greatest possible satisfaction, which we

can derive from faith in him, even the proof of the greatest beauty, not the greatest

Find the truth of this fairytale. Such a thinks whether ever a fairy tale produces such

powerful effects in the world as the belief in God.

The second Christian moral commandment: love your neighbor as yourself, arriving,

it translates in relation to our actions: it must be equal to you, whether the desire

meets you or your neighbor, which then brings with itself, that one she will drop her

to where she is greatest, or share it between herself and the other, so that she becomes

the greatest in the whole; in this way one wins the most, by reckoning the other one

in the least.

Now, however, one would misunderstand the Christian as well as our principle, if one

thought that it would follow from this that every realm now had to divide its fortune

among the poor, each one having to keep just as much as the other. It depends on

what, in view of all the consequences and the connection of all circumstances, enters

not only me and you, but also the whole body the most in lust. The main thing in this

respect is already ordered by the existing laws, rules, customs and habits. It has been

shown that one has to adhere to this, as long as the rejection of it is not exactly

demonstrable; one can be sure that on average it is in the sense of the good. But as far



as all this still leaves room for maneuver or even should be judged, However, one can

often calculate or estimate according to one's own understanding and feelings

whether one brings more pleasure into the world by doing something to another or to

oneself. By developing the principle with reference to the nature of men and things,

the duties to ourselves and others are self-imposed and as they have always been

thought to be best. From the outset, apparently nothing ascertaining, it establishes

everything on closer inspection. Everyone has to do as a whole for the other what he

can afford him better than this himself and this has to make him in return in the same

sense. On the other hand, everyone has to afford what he does better than anyone else

can afford. It is not good enough to fragment forces and care too much and

indiscriminately. Thus, on the one hand, the advantage arises, preferably to provide

for a person, but also preferably to get a business; The former aims at first

considering ourselves, as the most convenient object of our activity, the latter

extending our effectiveness by itself to others.

A more in-depth consideration leads back to the view that in a good order of things,

consideration for the individual's pleasure does not separate itself from respect for the

pleasure of the whole, while at the same time best caring for one's self, while at the

same time best caring for the individual Whole cares and vice versa; but this

collective best of the individual and of the whole demands precisely that everyone,

according to many relationships, first considers himself more than others; First, dress,

eat and drink; otherwise he will not be able to afford anything to others; in the near

future most of the bars nearest to him, because next to him they enter as the most

situated objects in the context of his activity. These hints may suffice here.

It is now common practice to put the principle of evil into egoism, the principle of

goodness, into love for something that opposes us. The right seems to me to be that

one recognizes how our and all and God's desire are so connected that at the same

time the growth of the one is linked to the growth of the other, and that, if it seems

otherwise, this is only a temporary illusion.

How can I not be happy for my health, my powers, my achievements, the respect, the

love I have acquired, yes, the pleasures of the senses to which God has made the

grape for me, which Bee sends to the flower for me I am glad of it, as far as I am

aware that these health, these powers, these achievements, this respect, this love,

these sensory refreshments, while they serve me piously, at the same time serve the

pious of all, and hereby please God himself. Can the poor, the weak, the sick, the

oppressed serve the world as much as the one who is at the same time joyful in his

God and his conscience and his body? and should he always regard this pleasure only

as a means for the pleasure of others? It's unnatural, it's impossible, and as harmful as

possible,

XV.



Even if, according to the above, I regard the Christian precepts as essential in our

principle, I do not deny that their interpretation in the development of Christianity in

fact takes a completely different direction, and that the reason for it can be sought in



the Scriptures themselves , It is always pointed here only to the great bases of

pleasure, the divine commandments; the individual desire, that of the flesh, on the

other hand, declares it meaningless, indeed, reprehensible. And it is, also in the sense

of our principle, if a conflict arises between the two; but it has been interpreted as if

pleasure were of no importance at all, contemptible, and from this the monks, the

mortifications, the sermons, have arisen against the lust of this world; while only the

little transient lust against that, what she wears, and will wear forever, is an

anachronism. At a time when, in paganism, those eternal foundations of the state of

human pleasure were completely decayed, rotten, destroyed, and above all, it was

important to justify them again, and to let even the name of pleasure go, since the

matter was one Time should go; because you can not rebuild the foundations of

pleasure, without first removing the pleasure yourself; but let us hope to God that a

few millennia have been enough time to consolidate these foundations so that the

beauty can again rise above the feast. The need for that is there; For one begins to

doubt here and there the value of the foundations themselves, insofar as they are

supposed to have their reasoning. At a time when, in paganism, those eternal

foundations of the state of human pleasure were completely decayed, rotten,

destroyed, and above all, it was important to justify them again, and to let even the

name of pleasure go, since the matter was one Time should go; because you can not

rebuild the foundations of pleasure, without first removing the pleasure yourself; but

let us hope to God that a few millennia have been enough time to consolidate these

foundations so that the beauty can again rise above the feast. The need for that is

there; For one begins to doubt here and there the value of the foundations themselves,

insofar as they are supposed to have their reasoning. At a time when, in paganism,

those eternal foundations of the state of human pleasure were completely decayed,

rotten, destroyed, and above all, it was important to justify them again, and to let even

the name of pleasure go, since the matter was one Time should go; because you can

not rebuild the foundations of pleasure, without first removing the pleasure

yourself; but let us hope to God that a few millennia have been enough time to

consolidate these foundations so that the beauty can again rise above the feast. The

need for that is there; For one begins to doubt here and there the value of the

foundations themselves, insofar as they are supposed to have their reasoning. Above

all, it is only important to justify them again, and even to let the name of pleasure go,

since the cause should be let go for a while; because you can not rebuild the

foundations of pleasure, without first removing the pleasure yourself; but let us hope

to God that a few millennia have been enough time to consolidate these foundations

so that the beauty can again rise above the feast. The need for that is there; For one

begins to doubt here and there the value of the foundations themselves, insofar as

they are supposed to have their reasoning. Above all, it is only important to justify

them again, and even to let the name of pleasure go, since the cause should be let go

for a while; because you can not rebuild the foundations of pleasure, without first

removing the pleasure yourself; but let us hope to God that a few millennia have been

enough time to consolidate these foundations so that the beauty can again rise above

the feast. The need for that is there; For one begins to doubt here and there the value

of the foundations themselves, insofar as they are supposed to have their



reasoning. but let us hope to God that a few millennia have been enough time to

consolidate these foundations so that the beauty can again rise above the feast. The

need for that is there; For one begins to doubt here and there the value of the

foundations themselves, insofar as they are supposed to have their reasoning. but let

us hope to God that a few millennia have been enough time to consolidate these

foundations so that the beauty can again rise above the feast. The need for that is

there; For one begins to doubt here and there the value of the foundations themselves,

insofar as they are supposed to have their reasoning.

A morality and religion must come one day, not as a destroyer of the former, but as a

blossom above the previous one, which brings the word lust back to its rightful

honor. Such will close the monasteries and open the life and sanctify the art, and yet

holier than all the beautiful hold the good, which is not merely compelling in the near

present, but for all future and round in the circle; and as the holiest of all, to keep

good God, who wears all the good in his hand, and all the good in his hat, and finally

saves all evil under this hat.

The church is already built, the congregation is already there, where the doctrine of

the desire for the greatest pleasure is preached; for God himself founded them on the

first day of creation, and the voice of his preaching has always sounded stronger than

any human sermon; All human costumes have always taken the direction of the

greatest desire. But a big fog lies around the big church; the church does not meet; the

words are half understood and misunderstood. Now, at the highest tower height, the

little round law rises from the greatest joy like a shining button, and after long

shining silently over the mists, once a sun comes scattering, and shining and shining,

it gradually begins to shine. And if the little bell, what the beam, taken from its own

night,
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